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Celebrate movie history and the world of Disney, from the animations and live action movies to
the magical Disney parks and attractions, with The Disney Book.Go behind-the-scenes of
Disney's best-loved animated movies and find out how they were made, follow Disney's entire
history using the timeline, and marvel at beautiful concept art and story sketches. Perfect for
Disney fans who want to know everything about the magical Disney world, The Disney
Book delves into their incredible archives and lets readers explore classic Disney animated and
live action movies, wonder at fascinating Disney collectibles and even see original story
sketches from Disney films. The ideal gift for Disney fans and animation and movie buffs, The
Disney Book also includes 3 original movie frames from Disney Pixar's Brave.Copyright © 2015
Disney.

From School Library JournalGr 5 Up—Prominently featuring images from the vaults of the Walt
Disney Company, this vibrant and beautifully designed volume takes readers through the history
of the corporation. Divided into three sections that focus on animation ("Drawn Disney"), live-
action TV shows and movies ("Disney in Action"), and the theme parks ("Experience Disney"),
the book presents the highlights, accentuating the positive: Mickey Mouse, the innovations that
Disney made in animation, his pioneering forays into television, and more. The visuals are the
stars here—film stills, black-and-white photos of artists at work, memorabilia—and those with an
eye to animation will appreciate getting a look at early sketches of now-famous characters, as
well as reproduced storyboards and maquettes. Behind-the-scenes information about beloved
films and a peek at early technology such as the multiplane camera (used for filming animation)
add to the appeal. This is a relentlessly upbeat look at the company that occasionally sacrifices
precision in favor of a glossy presentation. At times, the text has the tone of marketing copy, and
though the chronology mentions all of the films, those that weren't critical or commercial
successes are skipped over. Similarly, the more unsavory moments (racially problematic scenes,
Walt Disney's often authoritarian and controlling attitude, the company's World War II
propaganda films) are omitted. Still, it's a visual treat that will easily attract readers. VERDICT
While those seeking a balanced and in-depth look at Disney may wish to look elsewhere,
browsers will enjoy this lighthearted and attractive addition.—Mahnaz Dar, School Library
JournalReview"Like Disney, it's all very enjoyable." — GeekDad"THE Disney Christmas gift." —
MiceChatAbout the AuthorJim Fanning is an internationally published writer, historian, editor,
lecturer and researcher specializing in Disney. In a career dedicated to celebrating and exploring
the work and life of Walt Disney and his colleagues, as well as those who carry on their creative
legacy, Jim has authored books, magazine articles, online pieces, TV documentaries, comics
and more. Covering everything from Mickey Mouse to the Frozen phenomenon, Jim has written



on all aspects of the Disney oeuvre, from animation and theme parks to live-action films and
television to publications and merchandise. A regular contributor to Disney twenty-
three Magazine, the magazine of D23, the official Disney Fan Club, and the D23 website, as well
as Disney Fan, published in Japan, he has written officially commissioned projects for many
departments of The Walt Disney Company. In addition to editing and serving as head writer and
image researcher for Sketches, the Official Magazine of the Walt Disney Collectors Society for
much of its almost two decade run, Jim has been editor, head writer and image researcher for
two popular weekly periodicals published in Japan, Disney Dream File and Disney Parade. Jim
also has contributed writing and research to the Walt Disney Family Museum in San Francisco.
   Discover more about the works and career of Jim Fanning at jim-fanning.com.Read more
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Lighthouse Angel, “Beautiful book. This is a beautiful book and will make a great Christmas
present for a friend who is a total Disney fan.”

James D. Porter, “Cool Disney Book. Lots of pictures I’ve never seen before and I have lots of
Disney books! Cool timeline with each year covering the projects done that year is helpful too!
Great for any Disney fan young or old.”

barbara wright, “It’s really good because…. I like all of the photos!!”

Tiffany L Jenks, “Fun Read. Love the size and weight of this book. Great for display, especially
on a coffee table. The color cover is very inviting. The information and artistic drawings and
photos make for a fun and educational read but not boring. I love that it came with a surprise clip
of a Disney Film strip! Great gift!”

L. Kramberg, “For Disney Fans Old & New. As a big Disney fan (along with countless millions of
others), my main concern was whether there would be enough new visual material that was not
duplicated by other books. Thankfully there are, from films (both animated and live action) to
disney pins, to theme parks and (as they say) much more. I'm sure that many of us can find
omissions (no Figment and Dreamfinder?) but maybe there will be a Volume 2 someday.There's
also Jim Fanning's writing style. It feels more like Jim is chatting with you and that brings a
warmth to this endeavor. But not to mislead you, the book is from DK and that means that you
will have many more images than words so this is a book to view more than to read. The
lAmazon discount makes this an easy purchase to start or add to one's Disney book collection.
And the film frame from Brave is a nice touch as well.”

Amanda Stowe, “Stuff missing. This is a great book, however it's missing on the movie timeline
some Disney movies........ that's kinda of upsetting it's missing stuff.”

M. Emery, “Great quality. Great content. I got this for my dad, who is a huge Disney fan. He loved
it. Especially loved the film strip that was included.”

WMAC8898, “Great Book. If you are a fan of Disney movies or Disney art, this is a great book to
have. It's fun to look through and enjoy the art or to look through with a child who will love the
charaters.”

B Bramble, “Brilliant Disney intro. Great book to cover nearly everything you would want to know
about Disney. I understand why other reviews have said that it needs to be bigger - you just can't
fit it all in one book. But a great intro and background for the Disney fan. Love it.”



Happy Wife, “Honesty.. Got the book for my daughter who is a big Disney Fan.. The book was in
excellent condition, it looks practically new.The service of the seller was excellent and would
definitely recommend them, and I would definitely use them again..It was everything I expected
and more.”

Brigid Bann, “Disney Book. Arrived on time. Happy with purchase. For my adult daughters
birthday. She likes it, she is a big Disney fan.”

Emma, “Perfect for any Disney fan.. This book is fantastic for any Disney fan - yes, even adults
(you're never too old for Disney)! Bought as a Christmas present for my sister, it's full of great
Disney facts and information from both classic and Pixar films. The film strip included is a nice
extra. Arrived quickly, and will take pride of place on my sisters bookshelf. Well worth the money
and would definitely recommend.”

The book by Jim Fanning has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,065 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 480 pages
Item Weight: 2.58 pounds
Dimensions: 9.31 x 0.87 x 11.13 inches
Hardcover: 200 pages
Reading age: 8 - 10 years
Grade level: Preschool and up
Spiral-bound: 128 pages
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